


FULL SIZE

  @bubbletcosmetics   @bubbletcosmetic
Tastea Peach Bath Fizzer
Transform your bath time with this sweet and fruity bath fizzer. Packed 
with all the sweet scents of fresh peaches, this exclusive bath bomb 
fizzer really is good enough to eat! For a relaxing experience like no 
other, indulge yourself with this limited edition bath treat with a twist…
RRP / £3.99*
Shop / bubbletcosmetics.com

1 BUBBLE T COSMETICS LTD

DELUXE MINI

 @themangogirl    @themangogirl2
Mango Butter
Be carried away to the Caribbean with the glorious scent of Mango 
Butter. Handmade, a base of shea butter is infused with mango 
essential oil to create one seriously luscious, all-natural whipped body 
butter. A tropical skin saviour, it’s great for not only your skin, but your 
hair and lips too!
RRP / Deluxe mini 30ml worth £4, full size 150ml RRP £19.95*
Shop / themangogirl.com

2 THE MANGO GIRL

FULL SIZE

NANSHY

       @nanshyofficial
Makeup Brush
Create stunning eye looks with one of four precisely shaped eye 
makeup brushes from Nanshy. There’s either a crease, blending, 
tapered crease or shader brush up for grabs! The 100% synthetic 
brushes will help you apply and blend your eye makeup in just a      
few simple steps.
RRP / £5.95*
Shop / nanshy.com
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BARRY M COSMETICS

FULL SIZE

     @barrymcosmetics  @ilovebarrym
Nail Paint - Green Berry
What girl doesn’t love fabulous fingernails? Well you can achieve 
just that with this hi shine gel effect nail paint from Barry M! 
In a glorious green shade and with an extra glossy finish, you 
can recreate your favourite salon style manicure at home.
RRP / £3.99*
Shop / barrym.com
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LOTTIE LONDON

FULL SIZE

      @mylottielondon  @lottielondon
Insta Filter
Instantly blurring pores, evening out your complexion and minimising 
shine, this Insta Filter Pore Eraser Primer Stick is all you need to get ready 
in a flash. With its super blendable formula you can apply the eraser 
directly from the stick, making it a mess-free, travel-friendly marvel.
RRP / £6.95*
Shop / lottie.london
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SUNDAY RAIN

FULL SIZE

 @sunday_rain
Watermelon Sleep Mask
Get insta-glowing skin while you sleep! Apply this watermelon 
mask just before you drift off and you’ll wake up with a dewy 
glow! Packed with Vitamin A, B6 and C, watermelon contributes 
towards healthy skin, whilst Sodium Hyaluronate penetrates 
the skin leaving you with a well-hydrated complexion.
RRP / £6.50*
Shop / sunday-rain.com
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DELUXE MINI

FLORENCE BY MILLS

       @florencebymills
Dreamy Dew Moisturiser
Florence is made with love by Millie Bobby Brown! This lightweight 
hydrating lotion will make your skin feel gorgeous! The silky vegan 
formula includes two types of lotus flower extracts and vitamin B12 
which help control oil and calm skin. Use morning and night to allow 
your skin to feel dewy fresh!
RRP / Deluxe mini 30ml worth £10, full size 50ml RRP £14*
Shop / beautybay.com/l/florencebymills
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LEE STAFFORD

FULL SIZE

       @leestaffordhair
Coco Loco Handbag Brush
This super cute Coco Loco Handbag Brush with a soft touch 
grip is the ultimate essential for hair touch-ups on the go. 
Infused with Coconut Oil, this brush not only provides silky soft 
hair but will also help you detangle and combat frizz.
RRP / £6.99*
Shop / leestafford.com
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DELUXE MINI

SLEEK

FULL SIZE

       @sleekmakeup
Distorted Dreams Highlighting Palette
With reflective, holographic shades this highlighting palette is ideal for 
illuminate the eyelids, cheeks and lips! Including two velvety powders 
and three luxurious cream shades, all with shimmering finishes, 
you’ll be able to easily add luminosity and sheen to your skin.
RRP / £10.99*
Shop / sleekmakeup.com
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CIATE LONDON

FULL SIZE

   @ciatelondon
Stamp & Drag Eyeliner
The must-have product for perfect winged liner! This unique 
double-ended pen features a perfectly shaped ‘wing’ stamp, 
plus a precisely pointed tip for creating the best eye looks 
you could imagine. Simply stamp on the corners of each 
eye, then drag, join up and define your lash line!
RRP / £15*
Shop / ciatelondon.com
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MARC JACOBS

  @marcjacobsfragrances
Marc Jacobs Fragrances
Enjoy one of three gorgeous Marc Jacobs’ fragrances:
1. Daisy Love Eau So Sweet is spirited and spontaneous, 
immersed in the sweetness of the moment.
2. Daisy Eau So Fresh is bright and whimsical with a sparkling energy
3. Daisy Dream is feminine and ethereal, perfect for a true dreamer
RRP / Deluxe mini worth £6*
Daisy Dream & Daisy Love Eau So Sweet - Full size 50ml RRP £59*
Daisy Eau So Fresh - Full size 75ml RRP £69*
Shop / marcjacobsfragrances.com
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**RRP relates to the full size product available for purchase as advised by the brand. Prices may vary due to exchange rates. 
All prices are correct at time of print. Please check all ingredients and read instructions before using any of these products.. 


